Dr is a curious kind of geometric sans serif. With only minimal optical corrections of the letterforms, widely differing proportions, and some preposterous looking design details a lot in this typeface seems weirdly off. As if artificial body parts had been affixed where the “normal” ones have gone missing.

Bureau Brut initially developed Dr as part of the design for a medical company specialized in orthopedic prosthetics and implants for hands and wrists. The visual language signifies clear and precise surgical procedures. Dr may seem crude at first sight, but the characters were constructed with similar surgical precision. Narrow apertures to the counter forms of the letters represent the preciseness of the medical products and procedures. These are also reflected in the letter fit: While the openings of characters like o or e as well as the spacing are still generous in the light weights, they get tighter and more closed as the weight increases across the family. Analogously, the distance between the i and its dot. This makes Dr — foremost a display typeface designed for word marks and headlines — unique and punchy in appearance but still harmoniously looking in a whole paragraph of text.
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Gangsta rap or gangster rap is a subgenre of hip hop music with themes and lyrics that generally emphasize the “gangsta” lifestyle. The genre evolved from hardcore hip hop into a distinct form, pioneered in the mid-1980s by rappers such as Schoolly D and Ice-T, and was popularized in the later part of the 1980s by groups like N.W.A. After the national attention that Ice-T and N.W.A attracted in the late 1980s and early 1990s, gangsta rap became the most commercially lucrative subgenre of hip hop. Many (if not most) gangsta rap artists openly boast of their associations with various active street gangs as part of their artistic image, with the Bloods and Crips being the most commonly represented. Gangsta rap is closely related to other indigenous gang and crime-oriented forms of music, such as the narcocorrido genre of northern Mexico. The subject matter inherent in gangsta rap has caused a great deal of controversy. Criticism has come from both left wing and right wing commentators, as well as religious leaders, who have accused the genre of promoting crime, serial killing, murder, violence, profanity, sex and...
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Gangsta rap or gangster rap is a subgenre of hip hop music with themes and lyrics that generally emphasize the “gangsta” lifestyle. The genre evolved from hardcore hip hop into a distinct form, pioneered in the mid-1980s by rappers such as Schoolly D and Ice-T, and was popularized in the later part of the 1980s by groups like N.W.A. After the national attention that Ice-T and N.W.A attracted in the late 1980s and early 1990s, gangsta rap became the most commercially lucrative subgenre of hip hop. Many (if not most) gangsta rap artists openly boast of their associations with various active street gangs as part of their artistic image, with the Bloods and Crips being the most commonly represented. Gangsta rap is closely related to other indigenous gang and crime-oriented forms of music, such as the narco corrido genre of northern Mexico. The subject matter inherent in gangsta rap has caused a great deal of controversy. Criticism has come from both left wing and right wing commentators, as well as religious leaders, who have accused the genre of promoting crime, serial killing, murder, violence, profanity, sex addiction, homophobia, racism, promiscuity, misogyny, rape, street gangs, disorderly conduct, drive-by shootings, vandalism, thievery, driving under the influence, drug dealing, alcohol abuse, substance abuse, disregarding law enforcement, materialism, and narcissism. The White House administrations of both George H. W. Bush and Bill Clinton criticized the genre. “Many black rappers—including Ice-T and Sister Souljah—contend that they are being unfairly singled out because their music reflects deep changes in society not being addressed anywhere else in the public forum. The white politicians, the artists complain, neither understand the music nor desire to hear what’s going on in the devastated communities that gave birth to the art form,” wrote journalist Chuck Philips in a review of the battle between “the E
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On the other hand, some commentators (for example, Spike Lee in his satirical film Bamboozled) have criticized gangsta rap as analogous to black minstrel shows and blackface performance, in which performers – both black and white – were made to look African American, and acted in a stereotypical uncultured and ignorant manner for entertainment. Gangsta rappers often defend themselves by arguing they are describing the reality of inner-city life, and that they are only adopting a character which behaves in ways they do not necessarily endorse. Gangsta rappers are also famous (or infamous) for appearing more hardcore compared to early concepts and themes of hip-hop artists, and are known for saying things that are often considered taboo; for instance, the gangsta rap group N.W.A produced the famous Fuck tha Police protest song about police brutality and racial profiling. In high-crime areas, putting on these made up personas is life-threatening, but the fact that gangsta rappers told the stories of others is often seen as having earned them respect for raising awareness of the severity of inner-city crime. Many gangsta rappers argue that in the world of their genre exists the emotions and perspectives of a people whose suffering is too often overlooked and belittled by society. Gangsta rap, some argue, was an effect of the various wrongdoings perpetrated against African-Americans in underprivileged neighborhoods. The various riots sparked by the Rodney King beating and the acquittal of the police officers responsible for the beating sparked anger and outrage in an area that was already on the bubble. Gangsta rap acted as an outlet so such people could express themselves angrily and not in fear that they were going to be silenced for telling the truth. They often used gangsta rap to tell the stories of their lives, which sometimes included strong violence, hypersexuality, and drug abuse. The 1973 album Hustler’s Convention by Lightni
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On the other hand, some commentators (for example, Spike Lee in his satirical film Bamboozled) have criticized gangsta rap as analogous to black minstrel shows and blackface performance, in which performers – both black and white – were made to look African American, and acted in a stereotypical uncultured and ignorant manner for entertainment. Gangsta rappers often defend themselves by arguing they are describing the reality of inner-city life, and that they are only adopting a character which behaves in ways they do not necessarily endorse. Gangsta rappers are also famous (or infamous) for appearing more hardcore compared to early concepts and themes of hip-hop artists, and are known for saying things that are often considered taboo; for instance, the gangsta rap group N.W.A produced the famous Fuck tha Police protest song about police brutality and racial profiling. In high-crime areas, putting on these made up personas is life-threatening, but the fact that gangsta rappers told the stories of others is often seen as having earned them respect for raising awareness of the severity of inner-city crime. Many gangsta rappers argue that in the world of their genre exists the emotions and perspectives of a people whose suffering is too often overlooked and belittled by society. Gangsta rap, some argue, was an effect of the various wrongdoings perpetrated against African-Americans in underprivileged neighborhoods. The various riots sparked by the Rodney King beating and the acquittal of the police officers responsible for the beating sparked anger and outrage in an area that was already on the bubble. Gangsta rap acted as an outlet so such people could express themselves angrily and not in fear that they were going to be silenced for telling the truth. They often used gangsta rap to tell the stories of their lives, which sometimes included strong violence, hypersexuality, and drug abuse. The 1973 album Hustler’s Conventio
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Tracy “Ice-T” Morrow, was born in Newark, New Jersey, in 1958. As a teenager, he moved to Los Angeles where he rose to prominence in the West Coast hip hop scene. In 1986, Ice-T released “6 in the Mornin’”, which is often regarded as a mong the first gangsta rap songs. Ice-T had been MCing since the early ‘80s, but first turned to gangsta rap themes after being influenced by Philadelphia rapper Schoolly D and his 1985 album Schoolly D, often considered to be the originator of gangsta rap. In an interview with PROPS magazine, Ice-T said: Here’s the exact chronological order of what really went down: The first record that came out along those lines was Schoolly D’s “P.S.K.” Then the syncopation of that rap was used by me when I made “6 in the Mornin’”. The vocal delivery was the same: ‘...P.S.K. is makin’ that green’, ‘...six in the morning, police at my door’. When I heard that record I was like “Oh @#!%!” and call it a bite or what you will but I dug that record. My record didn’t sound like P.S.K., but I liked the way he was flowing with it. P.S.K. was talking about Park Side Killers but it was very vague. That was the only difference, when Schoolly did it, it was “...on e by one, I’m knockin’ em out.” All he did was represent a gang on his record. I took that and wrote a record about guns, beating people down, and all that with “6 in the Mornin’”. At the same time my single came out, Boogie Down Productions hit with Criminal Minded, which was a gang ster-based album. It wasn’t about messages or “You Must Learn”, it was about gangsterism. In 2011, Ice-T repeated in his autobiography that Schoolly D was his inspiration for gangsta rap. Ice-T continued to release gangsta albums for the remainder of the 1980s: Rhyme Pays in 1987, Power in 1988, and The Iceberg/Freedom of Speech...Just Watch What You Say in 1989. Ice-T’s lyrics also contained strong political commentary, and often played the line between glorifying the gangsta lifestyle and criticizing it as a no-win situation. Schoolly D’s debut album, Schoolly D
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Tracy “Ice-T” Morrow, was born in Newark, New Jersey, in 1958. As a teenager, he moved to Los Angeles where he rose to prominence in the West Coast hip hop scene. In 1986, Ice-T released “6 in the Mornin’”, which is often regarded as among the first gangsta rap songs. Ice-T had been MCing since the early ‘80s, but first turned to gangsta rap themes after being influenced by Philadelphia rapper Schoolly D and his 1985 album Schoolly D, often considered to be the original of gangsta rap. In an interview with PROPS magazine, Ice-T said: Here’s the exact chronological order of what really went down: The first record that came out along those lines was Schoolly D’s “P.S.K.” Then the syncopation of that rap was used by me when I made “6 in the Mornin’”. The vocal delivery was the same: ‘...P.S.K. is makin’ that green’, ‘...six in the morning, police at my door’. When I heard that record I was like “Oh @%$%^!” and call it a bite or what you will but I dug that record. My record didn’t sound like P.S.K., but I liked the way he was flowing with it. P.S.K. was talking about Park Side Killers but it was very vague. That was the only difference, when Schoolly did it, it was “…one b

y one, I’m knockin’ em out.” All he did was represent a gang on his record. I took that and wrote a record about guns, beating people down, and all that with “6 in the Mornin’”. At the same time my single came out, Boogie Down Productions hit with Criminal Minded, which was a gangsta r-based album. It wasn’t about messages or “You Must Learn”, it was about gangsterism. In 2011, Ice-T repeated in his autobiography that Schoolly D was his inspiration for gangsta rap. Ice-T continued to release gangsta albums for the remainder of the 1980s: Rhyme Pays in 1987, Power in 1988, and The Iceberg/Freedom of Speech...Just Watch What You Say in 1989. Ice-T’s lyrics also contained strong political commentary, and often played the line between glorifying the gangsta lifestyle and criticizing it as a no-win situation. Schoolly D’s debut album, Schoolly D, and
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Boogie Down Productions released their first single, “Say No Brother (Crack Attack Don’t Do It)”, in 1986. It was followed by “South-Bronx/P is Free” and “9mm Goes Bang” in the same year. The latter is the most gangsta-themed song of the three; in it, KRS-One boasts about shooting a crack dealer and his posse to death (in self-defense). The album Criminal Minded followed in 1987, and was the first rap album to have fire arms on its cover. Shortly after the release of this album, BDP’s DJ, Scott LaRock was shot and killed. After this, BDP’s subsequent records were more focused with the inadequate rationale removed. The first blockbuster gangsta rap album was N.W.A’s Straight Outta Compton, released in 1988. Straight Outta Compton would establish West Coast hip hop as a vital genre, and establish Los Angeles as a legitimate rival to hip hop’s long-time capital, New York City. Straight Outta Compton sparked the first major controversy regarding hip hop lyrics when their song “Fuck tha Police” earned a letter from FBI Assistant Director, Milt Ahlerich, strongly expressing law enforcement’s resentment of the song. Due to the influence of Ice T, N.W.A, and Ice Cube’s early solo career, gangsta rap is often somewhat erroneously credited as being a mostly West Coast phenomenon, despite the contributions of East Coast acts like Boogie Down Productions in shaping the genre and despite Philadelphia rapper Schoolly D being generally regarded as the first gangsta rapper. In the early 1990s, former N.W.A member Ice Cube would further influence gangsta rap with his hardcore, socio-political solo albums, which suggested the potential of gangsta rap as a political medium to give voice to inner-city youth. N.W.A’s second album, Efil4zaggin (1991) (released after Ice Cube’s departure from the group), broke ground as the first gangsta rap album to reach #1 on the Billboard pop charts. Aside from N.W.A and Ice T, Too Short (from Oakland, California), Kid Frost, and the South Gate-based Latino group Cypress Hill were pioneering West Coast gangsta rap.
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Boogie Down Productions released their first single, “Say No Brother (Crack Attack Don’t Do It)”, in 1986. It was followed by “South-Bronx/P is Free” and “9mm Goes Bang” in the same year. The latter is the most gangsta-themed song of the three; in it, KRS-One boasts about shooting a crack dealer and his posse to death (in self-defense). The album Criminal Minded followed in 1987, and was the first rap album to have fire arms on its cover. Shortly after the release of this album, BDP’s DJ, Scott LaRock was shot and killed. After this, BDP’s subsequent records were more focused with the inadequate rationale removed. The first blockbuster gangsta rap album was N.W.A’s Straight Outta Compton, released in 1988. Straight Outta Compton would establish West Coast hip hop as a vital genre, and establish Los Angeles as a legitimate rival to hip hop’s long-time capital, New York City. Straight Outta Compton sparked the first major controversy regarding hip hop lyrics when their song “Fuck tha Police” earned a letter from FBI Assistant Director, Milt Ahlerich, strongly expressing law enforcement’s resentment of the song. Due to the influence of Ice T, N.W.A, and Ice Cube’s early solo career, gangsta rap is often somewhat erroneously credited as being a mostly West Coast phenomenon, despite the contributions of East Coast acts like Boogie Down Productions in shaping the genre and despite Philadelphia rapper Schoolly D being generally regarded as the first gangsta rapper. In the early 1990s, former N.W.A member Ice Cube would further influence gangsta rap with his hardcore, socio-political solo albums, which suggested the potential of gangsta rap as a political medium to give voice to inner-city youth. N.W.A’s second album, Efil4zaggin (1991) (released after Ice Cube’s departure from the group), broke ground as the first gangsta rap album to reach #1 on the Billboard pop charts. Aside from N.W.A and Ice T, Too Short (from Oakland, California), Kid Frost, and the South Gate-based Latino group Cypress Hill were pioneering
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Above the Law also played an important role in the gangsta rap movement, as their 1990 debut album Livin’ Like Hustlers, as well as their guest appearance on N.W.A’s 1991 Efil4zaggin, foreshadowing the dominance of the genre in 1990s starting with Dr. Dre’s The Chronic. The Beastie Boys were one of the first groups to identify themselves as “gangsters”, and one of the first popular rap groups to talk about violence and drug and alcohol use, though largely in a more humorous manner. They had started out as a hardcore punk band, but after introduction to producer Rick Rubin and the exit of Kate Schellenbach they became a rap group. According to Rolling Stone Magazine, their 1986 album Licensed to Ill is “filled with enough references to guns, drugs, and empty sex (including the pornographic deployment of a Wiffleball bat in “Paul Revere”) to qualify as a gangsta-rap cornerstone.” The Beasties’ 1989 album Paul’s Boutique included the similarly themed tracks “Car Thief,” “Looking Down the Barrel of a Gun,” and “High-Plains Drifter.” In 1986, the Los Angeles-based group C.I.A. rapped over Beastie Boys’ influence tracks for songs such as “My Posse” and “Ill-Legal”, and the Beastie Boys’ influence can be seen significantly in N.W.A’s early albums. The New York rap group Run DMC is often credited with popularizing hardcore and confrontational attitudes and lyrics in hip hop culture, and were one of the first rap groups to dress in gang-like street clothing. Their stripped-down, rock-inspired beats were also important in establishing the early gangsta rap production style. The seminal Long Island-based group Public Enemy featured aggressive, politically charged lyrics, which had an especially strong influence on gangsta rappers such as Ice Cube. East Coast hardcore rappers like Rakim, Kool G Rap, Big Daddy Kane, Slick Rick, LL Cool J, and EPMD also reflected the trend in hip-hop music in the late 1980s towards hard-hitting, angry, aggressive, and politically conscious lyrics, revolving around crime, violence, poverty, war and gunplay. The Houston-based
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Above the Law also played an important role in the gangsta rap movement, as their 1990 debut album Livin’ Like Hustlers, as well as their guest appearance on N.W.A’s 1991 Efil4zaggin, foreshadowing the dominance of the genre in 1990s starting with Dr. Dre’s The Chronic. The Beastie Boys were one of the first groups to identify themselves as “gangsters”, and one of the first popular rap groups to talk about violence and drug and alcohol use, though largely in a more humorous manner. They had started out as a hardcore punk band, but after introduction to producer Rick Rubin and the exit of Kate Schellenbach they became a rap group. According to Rolling Stone Magazine, their 1986 album Licensed to Ill is “filled with enough references to guns, drugs, and empty sex (including the pornographic deployment of a Wiffleball bat in “Paul Revere”) to qualify as a gangsta-rap cornerstone.” The Beasties’ 1989 album Paul’s Boutique included the similarly themed tracks “Car Thief,” “Looking Down the Barrel of a Gun,” and “High-Plains Drifter.” In 1986, the Los Angeles-based group C.I.A. rapped over Beastie Boy tracks for songs such as “My Posse” and “Ill-Legal”, and the Beastie Boys’ influence can be seen significantly in N.W.A’s early albums. The New York rap group Run DMC is often credited with popularizing hardcore and confrontational attitudes and lyrics in hip hop culture, and were one of the first rap groups to dress in gang-like street clothing. Their stripped-down, rock-inspired beats were also important in establishing the early gangsta rap production style. The seminal Long Island-based group Public Enemy featured aggressive, politically charged lyrics, which had an especially strong influence on gangsta rappers such as Ice Cube. East Coast hardcore rappers like Rakim, Kool G Rap, Big Daddy Kane, Slick Rick, LL Cool J, and EPMD also reflected the trend in hip-hop music in the late 1980s towards hard-hitting, angry, aggressive, and politically conscious lyrics, revolving around crime, violence, poverty, war and gunplay. The Houston
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In 1992, former N.W.A member Dr. Dre released The Chronic, a massive seller (eventually going triple platinum) which showed that explicit gangsta rap could hold mass commercial appeal just like more pop-oriented rappers such as MC Hammer, The Fresh Prince, and Tone Lōc. The album established the dominance of West Coast gangsta rap and Dre’s new post-N.W.A label, Death Row Records (owned by Dr. Dre along with Marion “Suge” Knight), as Dre’s album showcased a stable of promising new Death Row rappers. The album also began the subgenre of G-funk, a slow, drawled form of hip hop that dominated the rap charts for some time. Extensively sampling P-Funk bands, especially Parliament and Funkadelic, G-funk was multi-layered, yet simple and easy to dance to. The simple message of its lyrics, that life’s problems could be overcome by guns, alcohol, and marijuana, endeared it to a teenage audience. The single “Nuthin’ but a ‘G’ Thang” became a crossover hit, with its humorous, House Party-influenced video becoming an MTV staple despite that network’s historic orientation towards rock music. Another success was Ice Cube’s Predator album, released at about the same time as The Chronic in 1992. It sold over 5 million copies and was #1 in the charts, propelled by the hit single “It Was a Good Day”, despite the fact that Ice Cube was not a Death Row artist. One of the genre’s biggest crossover stars was Dre’s protégé Snoop Doggy Dogg (Doggystyle), whose exuberant, party-oriented themes made songs such as “Gin and Juice” club anthems and top hits nationwide. In 1996, 2Pac signed with Death Row and released the multi-platinum double album All Eyez on Me. Not long afterward, his shocking murder brought gangsta rap into the national headlines and propelled his posthumous The Don Killuminati: The 7 Day Theory album (released under the alias “Makaveli”) (which eerily featured an image of 2Pac being crucified on the front cover) to the top of the charts. Warren G was another G-funk musician along with the now deceased Warren G was another G-funk musician along with the now deceased
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In 1992, former N.W.A member Dr. Dre released *The Chronic*, a massive seller (eventually going triple platinum) which showed that explicit gangsta rap could hold mass commercial appeal just like more pop-oriented rappers such as MC Hammer, *The Fresh Prince*, and Tone Lōc. The album established the dominance of West Coast gangsta rap and Dre’s new post-N.W.A label, Death Row Records (owned by Dr. Dre along with Marion “Suge” Knight), as Dre’s album showcased a stable of promising new Death Row rappers. The album also began the subgenre of G-funk, a slow, drawled form of hip hop that dominated the rap charts for some time. Extensively sampling P-Funk bands, especially Parliament and Funkadelic, G-funk was multi-layered, yet simple and easy to dance to. The simple message of its lyrics, that life’s problems could be overcome by guns, alcohol, and marijuana, endeared it to a teenage audience. The single “Nuthin’ but a “G” Thang” became a cross over hit, with its humorous, House Party-influenced video becoming an MTV staple despite that network’s historic orientation towards rock music. Another success was Ice Cube’s Predator album, released at about the same time as *The Chronic* in 1992. It sold over 5 million copies and was #1 in the charts, propelled by the hit single “It Was a Good Day”, despite the fact that Ice Cube was not a Death Row artist. One of the genre’s biggest crossover stars was Dre’s protégé Snoop Doggy Dogg (Doggystyle), whose exuberant, party-oriented themes made songs such as “Gin and Juice” club anthems and top hits nationwide. In 1996, 2Pac signed with Death Row and released the multi-platinum double album *All Eyez on Me*. Not long afterward, his shocking murder brought gangsta rap into the national headlines and propelled his posthumous *The Don Killuminati: The 7 Day Theory* album (released under the alias “Makaveli”) (which eerily featured an image of 2Pac being crucified on the front cover) to the top of the charts. Warren G was another G-funk musician along with the now deceased
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dr</th>
<th>OpenType features</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All caps [CPSP]</td>
<td>Lowercase ON: UPPERCASE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-sensitive forms [CASE]</td>
<td>[Case-sensitive] OFF:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>[CASE-SENSITIVE] ON:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small capitals [SMCP]</td>
<td>Small Capitals ON: SMALL CAPITALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All small caps [C2SC]</td>
<td>All Small Capitals ON: ALL SMALL CAPITALS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard ligatures [LIGA]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discretionary ligatures [DLIG]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slashed zero [ZERO]</td>
<td>0123456789 ON: 0123456789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabular lining figures [TNUM + LNUM]</td>
<td>H0123456789 ON: H0123456789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tabular oldstyle figures [TNUM + ONUM]</td>
<td>H0123456789 ON: H0123456789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional lining figures [PNUM + LNUM]</td>
<td>H0123456789 ON: H0123456789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proportional oldstyle figures [PNUM + ONUM]</td>
<td>H0123456789 ON: H0123456789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superscript/Superior [SUPS]</td>
<td>Hsuperscript ON: Hsuperscript</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subscript/Inferior [SINF]</td>
<td>H₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉ ON: H₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Numerator [NUMR]</td>
<td>H₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉ ON: H₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denominator [DNOM]</td>
<td>H₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉ ON: H₀₁₂₃₄₅₆₇₈₉</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## OpenType features

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>OFF</th>
<th>ON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fractions [FRAC]</td>
<td>1/4 1/2 3/4 0/0 0/00</td>
<td>¼ ½ ¾ % %0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinals [ORDN]</td>
<td>2a 2o No N° no n°</td>
<td>2ª 2º No No No No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic set 1 &amp; 2:</td>
<td>012345678910</td>
<td>012345678910</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circled numbers</td>
<td>[SS01 &amp; SS02]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic set 3</td>
<td>&lt;&gt;+-×÷±</td>
<td>←→↑↓↖↗↙↘</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arrows [SS03]</td>
<td>abcdef</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stylistic set 4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dingbats [SS04]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Information**

| Supported languages | Afrikaans, Albanian, Asu, Basque, Bemba, Bena, Bosnian, Catalan, Chiga, Congo Swahili, Cornish, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, Embu, English, Esperanto, Estonian, Faoese, Filipino, Finnish, French, Galician, Ganda, Gezian, Gusi, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Inuktitut, Irish, Italian, Jola-Fonyi, Kabuverdianu, Kalenjin, Kamba, Kikuyu, Kinyarwanda, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luo, Luyia, Machame, Makhuwa-Meetto, Makonde, Malagasy, Malay, Maltese, Manx, Meru, Mozisyen, North Ndebele, Norwegian Bokmål, Norwegian Nynorsk, Nyankole, Oromo, Polish, Portuguese, Romanian, Romany, Rombo, Rundi, Rwa, Samburu, Sango, Sapranga, Sena, Shambala, Shona, Slovak, Slovenian, Soga, Somali, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Swiss German, Taita, Teso, Turkmen, Vunjo, Welsh, Zulu. |
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